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The art of storytelling can enrich any worship service. Whether you are reading stories from a
picture book or preaching them from memory in the pulpit, A Good Telling can help you choose
meaningful stories and learn how to tell them in powerful ways. It explains foundational
techniques and provides practice exercises. It also offers strategies for successfully
incorporating audience participation with children and adults. Supplemental material at the back
includes a workshop series, complete with five ready-to-go skill-building sessions and a model
for peer-to-peer sharing of stories. In addition, a comprehensive list of resources shows where to
find scores of appropriate stories to tell. Whether you are a novice or a storytelling veteran, A
Good Telling is an important new addition to any worship leader's library.

"From seasoned preachers to occasional volunteers, worship leaders in many settings will
welcome Kristin Maier's thoughtful encouragement and practical advice to weaving stories
effectively into well-crafted services. This book is a reliable guide to choosing appropriate
material, practicing basic technique, and developing confidence. Urging "not perfection, but
authenticity," Maier shows how good stories well-told can invite listeners of all ages into a larger,
sacred narrative. Whether reading aloud from a picture book, spinning a tale from memory,
recasting a traditional piece or inventing something new, we are all story-makers. A Good Telling
deepens our human instinct for narrative into creative spiritual practice." --Victoria Safford,
senior minister, White Bear Unitarian Universalist Church, Mahtomedi, Minnesota ―
Reviews"Everyone knows the power of a good story. Kristin Maier's thoughtful and useful guide
puts that power within reach. A Good Telling puts the verb back into both stories and worship,
reminding us that the good telling of stories is a sacred act that can make our worship come
alive. This is a book as theological as it is practical; it belongs in the library of every worship
leader, clergy and lay, seeking to engage heart and mind together. Many thanks to Kristin Maier
for sharing her wisdom and skills and her stories with us." --Karen Hering, author of Writing to
Wake the Soul: Opening the Sacred Conversation Within ― Reviews --This text refers to the
paperback edition.About the AuthorKristin Maier serves as minister of the Unitarian Universalist
Fellowship of Northfield, Minnesota. She holds a master of divinity degree from United
Theological Seminary of the Twin Cities. Rev. Maier incorporates stories into worship through
storytelling, preaching, and liturgical theater performed by children and adults.--This text refers
to the paperback edition.
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Chimes RangPrairie TreeIntroductionA congregation sits in pews, focused on a figure standing
at the front of the sanctuary. She is spinning a tale about the land of the north. Sounds of shifting
bodies and rustling programs fall away. The story begins to envelop the room. For a time, the veil
between imagination and the solid world of walls and pews thins. The room is soon filled with
villagers instead of congregants. Ancient trees materialize and loom overhead. Darkness moves
among them, bringing leaves of yellow, orange, and red.As the listeners wonder if the sun will
ever return to the dark and frigid land, the storyteller gives the signal, and the children and adults
take out the keys they have been silently holding. Small hands and large hands hold up jangling
circles of metal and begin to shake them. The sounds of millions of needles of ice ring out. The
sun, knowing the trees have been weeping in the cold, turns once again toward the land of the
north.When the story is brought to a satisfactory end, the walls of the sanctuary re-emerge for
the congregation. The forest floor beneath their feet returns to carpet. Yet the story does not
leave them entirely. It echoes in their psyches and whispers through the rest of the worship
service. It follows them out to coffee hour and travels home with them and into their day. Some
piece that rang true has stayed with them. Some questions they have long held have bubbled to
the surface. A fullness in their hearts subtly shifts what they know about themselves and their
world.This is what my listeners tell me they experience when I tell a story in worship. It is what I
experience myself when I hear a story well told. The amazing power of the human brain to
imagine a story as it is being heard and bring it to life in the psyche can feel magical. Good



storytelling in worship transports a whole gathered community to a new place of the imagination
and heart.As a Unitarian Universalist minister, I have had many such experiences telling stories
to children and adults as part of worship. To make such an experience possible for a room full of
people through storytelling is deeply satisfying. And anyone can achieve it.After a worship
service, I often hear someone say, “I could never tell a story like that.” I am quick to disagree. We
are all storytellers by nature, and telling a story in a way that moves others or brings delight to a
worship service is the ordinary kind of magic anyone can weave. Storytelling, like any art form, is
less about natural talent and more about applying oneself. Just about anyone can learn to tell a
story well, but it involves work and the willingness to take risks, to pay attention, and to care
about the quality of the art.My own journey to becoming a skilled and aware storyteller took
place gradually over decades. By pure happenstance, I found myself in the presence of
individuals who incorporated truly great storytelling into their work. They told stories in such a
way that every part of their telling was true: their words, timing, inflection, movement, emotional
expression. Anything that would have detracted from the story and their style of telling simply
was not present.During my first career, as a social studies teacher, I drew on those examples out
of pure necessity. I found that if I could not put whatever subject I was teaching into a compelling
narrative, I had no hope of engaging my students. As a young teacher, this strategy of
developing my skills as a storyteller was not a conscious choice so much as a desperate act of
survival.Later, when I was a ministerial intern, I found myself in the same position that many
ministers and lay leaders find themselves—we needed someone (anyone!) to put together a
play or story for an multigenerational holiday service. When I volunteered, I had no idea that I
would be embarking on a professional and personal journey of storytelling in worship.Soon, I
found myself drawing on everything I had unconsciously absorbed about storytelling from my
teachers and my own experience in a classroom. That first holiday service was an adaptation of
Menotti’sAmahl and the Night Visitors, performed for Christmas Eve. The choir prepared songs
from the opera while the adult cast invested themselves deeply in a series of vignettes adapted
from the libretto. It was a magical Christmas Eve, one in which my understanding of what was
possible in worship shifted significantly.After that service, no multigenerational service felt
complete without storytelling of one sort or another. Over several years, I invested myself more
and more deeply in the art of storytelling in worship. I honed my skill in recognizing, choosing,
and adapting stories with the power to deepen the experience of worship for children and adults.
I paid careful attention to the words I chose, my timing, inflection, movement, and emotional
expression. I practiced removing anything that would detract from the story and my telling. I
worked with it instinctively, word by word, movement by movement, until my telling was as true
as I could render it.Although I had experienced great storytelling as a listener and could draw
from those examples, no one had taught me how to tell a story. In many ways, my development
as a storyteller was predominantly a process of feeling my way through the dark. That
experience of darkness was an exciting discovery in which, moment by moment, I learned about
whatever aspect of story and telling was immediately before me.Perhaps in some manner, any



authentic artistic process has elements of feeling one’s way through the dark and learning as
one goes. Art cannot be a matter of pure calculated technique. Yet feeling one’s way through the
dark is not everyone’s preferred method of learning.For those of you who long to bring a story to
life but have not done so yet, I offer this book as a lit path to begin your own unique journey. You
will find within these pages everything you need to offer stories in worship services or
classrooms. For those of you who have already begun your practice of storytelling, this book
offers an opportunity to reflect upon your process. In sharing the techniques, knowledge, and
processes that I employ, I invite you to see your own techniques, knowledge, and processes in a
new light. I sincerely hope that such contemplation brings each of you the sense of renewal of
your art form that I enjoyed while writing this book.How to Use This BookWhatever your level of
experience, this book can help you to develop a deeper awareness of how you tell stories. It can
bring to light a number of subtle ways you can more effectively tell stories and engage others
with them. Whether you are reading stories from a picture book, including them in a sermon, or
practicing more traditional storytelling, this book can help you choose powerful stories and
develop the skills to relate them in a more profound way.Quality storytelling begins with quality
stories. This book includes eight stories whose themes and plots are ideally suited for
multigenerational worship, and which are not yet published in this form anywhere else. Six are
original stories created for telling in worship services. Two are classic tales, one an old
Christmas Eve favorite, the other an ancient tale from Japan, both adapted for the contemporary
listener’s ear and sensibilities. Other stories I have enjoyed telling in worship services are
referenced in the resources section at the back of the book, along with collections of stories and
picture books well suited for worship.Chapter 1, “The Role of Story in Worship,” offers an
exploration of how and why story functions as it does for us as human beings, especially within a
worship context. If you find yourself fascinated by story, as I do, you will appreciate the
opportunity to learn about the sources of its power in our lives and as a tool for spiritual and faith
development across all ages.Chapter 2, “Choosing Stories for Worship,” provides concrete
advice about how to choose stories that will both engage your congregation or religious
education classroom and reflect your religious values. One section addresses the complexities
of telling stories from cultures other than one’s own and makes suggestions about how to do so
in a respectful way that honors the story’s culture of origin. It also offers advice about avoiding
story lines that work against your purposes for worship in your context.Chapter 3, “Techniques
for a Good Telling,” identifies and teaches the most important and basic techniques for telling
stories. The chapter explains concrete methods of engaging and affecting listeners, offers
practice exercises to help the teller learn to listen for and employ these techniques, and provides
a link to online multimedia demonstrations.Chapter 4, “The Art of Preparation,” breaks down the
sometimes daunting task of learning and preparing a specific story. The chapter outlines two
main methods of learning and performing stories: learning a story scene by scene and learning a
story word for word. It also provides step-by-step instructions for preparing one of the most
accessible stories for new tellers, “The Island and the Moon.”Chapter 5, “Listener Participation



That Works,” offers examples of how to draw listeners into a story through active participation. It
gives helpful advice on how to successfully initiate, direct, and contain participation from
children and adults. A script is included for a telling of “The Sun Goddess of the Heavens,” with
direction for listener participation.Chapter 6, “Storytelling by Groups: Drama in Worship,”
addresses the unique challenges and opportunities of putting together a production in a
congregational setting. It considers how to choose a play, skit, readers’ theater, or narrator-
based drama in light of the capacities and size of your group. It gives helpful tips for how to pull it
off logistically and artistically. It also includes a script for “Life Itself” as a narrator-based play for
children and/or adults.Chapter 7, “Starting a Tradition of Storytelling in Your Congregation,”
offers tools for cultivating new storytellers in your congregation. The chapter identifies key ways
of creating a safe and mutually supportive community of tellers.The conclusion offers some
thoughts on how to experience a practice of storytelling as a personal spiritual journey. So that
others may join you on that journey, at the back of the book I have included a guide for leading
storytelling workshops in your congregation. You will also find a list of resources starting on page
189 to equip you with stories and picture books particularly well suited for worship.Entering a
story, passing through the fire of preparation, and being fully present during the moment of
performance have brought me great joy and have pushed me to think more deeply about myself,
humanity, and all that is divine. I hope that this book might encourage others to take their first
steps on their own journey, and provide an opportunity for reflection and growth for those who
have already begun.Rustle, Rustle, RustleSummer was just beginning. While most children were
running wild with the heat and fun and freedom of summer, Michael dreaded it already. Living so
far from town, Michael knew he would hardly see another kid until the fall. His parents played
with him in the evening, but the days themselves stretched long and lonely.That morning after he
finished his chores, his mother told him, “Go, go out and play!”

When the story is brought to a satisfactory end, the walls of the sanctuary re-emerge for the
congregation. The forest floor beneath their feet returns to carpet. Yet the story does not leave
them entirely. It echoes in their psyches and whispers through the rest of the worship service. It
follows them out to coffee hour and travels home with them and into their day. Some piece that
rang true has stayed with them. Some questions they have long held have bubbled to the
surface. A fullness in their hearts subtly shifts what they know about themselves and their
world.This is what my listeners tell me they experience when I tell a story in worship. It is what I
experience myself when I hear a story well told. The amazing power of the human brain to
imagine a story as it is being heard and bring it to life in the psyche can feel magical. Good
storytelling in worship transports a whole gathered community to a new place of the imagination
and heart.As a Unitarian Universalist minister, I have had many such experiences telling stories
to children and adults as part of worship. To make such an experience possible for a room full of
people through storytelling is deeply satisfying. And anyone can achieve it.After a worship
service, I often hear someone say, “I could never tell a story like that.” I am quick to disagree. We



are all storytellers by nature, and telling a story in a way that moves others or brings delight to a
worship service is the ordinary kind of magic anyone can weave. Storytelling, like any art form, is
less about natural talent and more about applying oneself. Just about anyone can learn to tell a
story well, but it involves work and the willingness to take risks, to pay attention, and to care
about the quality of the art.My own journey to becoming a skilled and aware storyteller took
place gradually over decades. By pure happenstance, I found myself in the presence of
individuals who incorporated truly great storytelling into their work. They told stories in such a
way that every part of their telling was true: their words, timing, inflection, movement, emotional
expression. Anything that would have detracted from the story and their style of telling simply
was not present.During my first career, as a social studies teacher, I drew on those examples out
of pure necessity. I found that if I could not put whatever subject I was teaching into a compelling
narrative, I had no hope of engaging my students. As a young teacher, this strategy of
developing my skills as a storyteller was not a conscious choice so much as a desperate act of
survival.Later, when I was a ministerial intern, I found myself in the same position that many
ministers and lay leaders find themselves—we needed someone (anyone!) to put together a
play or story for an multigenerational holiday service. When I volunteered, I had no idea that I
would be embarking on a professional and personal journey of storytelling in worship.Soon, I
found myself drawing on everything I had unconsciously absorbed about storytelling from my
teachers and my own experience in a classroom. That first holiday service was an adaptation of
Menotti’sAmahl and the Night Visitors, performed for Christmas Eve. The choir prepared songs
from the opera while the adult cast invested themselves deeply in a series of vignettes adapted
from the libretto. It was a magical Christmas Eve, one in which my understanding of what was
possible in worship shifted significantly.After that service, no multigenerational service felt
complete without storytelling of one sort or another. Over several years, I invested myself more
and more deeply in the art of storytelling in worship. I honed my skill in recognizing, choosing,
and adapting stories with the power to deepen the experience of worship for children and adults.
I paid careful attention to the words I chose, my timing, inflection, movement, and emotional
expression. I practiced removing anything that would detract from the story and my telling. I
worked with it instinctively, word by word, movement by movement, until my telling was as true
as I could render it.Although I had experienced great storytelling as a listener and could draw
from those examples, no one had taught me how to tell a story. In many ways, my development
as a storyteller was predominantly a process of feeling my way through the dark. That
experience of darkness was an exciting discovery in which, moment by moment, I learned about
whatever aspect of story and telling was immediately before me.Perhaps in some manner, any
authentic artistic process has elements of feeling one’s way through the dark and learning as
one goes. Art cannot be a matter of pure calculated technique. Yet feeling one’s way through the
dark is not everyone’s preferred method of learning.For those of you who long to bring a story to
life but have not done so yet, I offer this book as a lit path to begin your own unique journey. You
will find within these pages everything you need to offer stories in worship services or



classrooms. For those of you who have already begun your practice of storytelling, this book
offers an opportunity to reflect upon your process. In sharing the techniques, knowledge, and
processes that I employ, I invite you to see your own techniques, knowledge, and processes in a
new light. I sincerely hope that such contemplation brings each of you the sense of renewal of
your art form that I enjoyed while writing this book.How to Use This BookWhatever your level of
experience, this book can help you to develop a deeper awareness of how you tell stories. It can
bring to light a number of subtle ways you can more effectively tell stories and engage others
with them. Whether you are reading stories from a picture book, including them in a sermon, or
practicing more traditional storytelling, this book can help you choose powerful stories and
develop the skills to relate them in a more profound way.Quality storytelling begins with quality
stories. This book includes eight stories whose themes and plots are ideally suited for
multigenerational worship, and which are not yet published in this form anywhere else. Six are
original stories created for telling in worship services. Two are classic tales, one an old
Christmas Eve favorite, the other an ancient tale from Japan, both adapted for the contemporary
listener’s ear and sensibilities. Other stories I have enjoyed telling in worship services are
referenced in the resources section at the back of the book, along with collections of stories and
picture books well suited for worship.Chapter 1, “The Role of Story in Worship,” offers an
exploration of how and why story functions as it does for us as human beings, especially within a
worship context. If you find yourself fascinated by story, as I do, you will appreciate the
opportunity to learn about the sources of its power in our lives and as a tool for spiritual and faith
development across all ages.Chapter 2, “Choosing Stories for Worship,” provides concrete
advice about how to choose stories that will both engage your congregation or religious
education classroom and reflect your religious values. One section addresses the complexities
of telling stories from cultures other than one’s own and makes suggestions about how to do so
in a respectful way that honors the story’s culture of origin. It also offers advice about avoiding
story lines that work against your purposes for worship in your context.Chapter 3, “Techniques
for a Good Telling,” identifies and teaches the most important and basic techniques for telling
stories. The chapter explains concrete methods of engaging and affecting listeners, offers
practice exercises to help the teller learn to listen for and employ these techniques, and provides
a link to online multimedia demonstrations.Chapter 4, “The Art of Preparation,” breaks down the
sometimes daunting task of learning and preparing a specific story. The chapter outlines two
main methods of learning and performing stories: learning a story scene by scene and learning a
story word for word. It also provides step-by-step instructions for preparing one of the most
accessible stories for new tellers, “The Island and the Moon.”Chapter 5, “Listener Participation
That Works,” offers examples of how to draw listeners into a story through active participation. It
gives helpful advice on how to successfully initiate, direct, and contain participation from
children and adults. A script is included for a telling of “The Sun Goddess of the Heavens,” with
direction for listener participation.Chapter 6, “Storytelling by Groups: Drama in Worship,”
addresses the unique challenges and opportunities of putting together a production in a



congregational setting. It considers how to choose a play, skit, readers’ theater, or narrator-
based drama in light of the capacities and size of your group. It gives helpful tips for how to pull it
off logistically and artistically. It also includes a script for “Life Itself” as a narrator-based play for
children and/or adults.Chapter 7, “Starting a Tradition of Storytelling in Your Congregation,”
offers tools for cultivating new storytellers in your congregation. The chapter identifies key ways
of creating a safe and mutually supportive community of tellers.The conclusion offers some
thoughts on how to experience a practice of storytelling as a personal spiritual journey. So that
others may join you on that journey, at the back of the book I have included a guide for leading
storytelling workshops in your congregation. You will also find a list of resources starting on page
189 to equip you with stories and picture books particularly well suited for worship.Entering a
story, passing through the fire of preparation, and being fully present during the moment of
performance have brought me great joy and have pushed me to think more deeply about myself,
humanity, and all that is divine. I hope that this book might encourage others to take their first
steps on their own journey, and provide an opportunity for reflection and growth for those who
have already begun.Rustle, Rustle, RustleSummer was just beginning. While most children were
running wild with the heat and fun and freedom of summer, Michael dreaded it already. Living so
far from town, Michael knew he would hardly see another kid until the fall. His parents played
with him in the evening, but the days themselves stretched long and lonely.That morning after he
finished his chores, his mother told him, “Go, go out and play!”Michael went out, but what could
he play all alone? He slowly wandered down to the river and sat on a fallen log. A tear formed in
his eye. He wiped it away quickly, imagining what the boys at school would say. Instead, he just
sat, not playing, not thinking, not feeling anything.Then, out of the corner of his eye, he saw
movement. Rustle, rustle, rustle. Michael froze. Rustle, rustle, rustle. A tiny mouselike creature
was poking around in the leaves. It was a shrew. Then he heard it. “Eeep, eeep, eeep. Eeep,
eeep, eeep.” The shrew turned and for a moment locked eyes with him. “Weep, weep, weep.
Weep, weep, weep.”As if upon command, the tears welled up in Michael’s eyes. A wet river of
loneliness rolled down his cheeks. He hung his head and cried. When he finally looked up, the
shrew was gone.Each day after that, when his mother told him, “Go, go out and play,” Michael
went straight down to the river. If he sat and waited silently, eventually he would hear rustle,
rustle, rustle. Rustle, rustle, rustle. The little creature never stayed long. A sudden movement or
the shadow of a crane flying overhead would send it scurrying.Still, every day that Michael went
down to the river, he saw the shrew. That is, until one day. Michael waited . . . and waited . . . and
waited, but the shrew never appeared.At supper that night, Michael sat silently, pushing his peas
round and round his plate. “Something wrong, son?” his father asked.Michael set down his fork.
“I’ve been watching this shrew down by the river. I’ve seen him every day, but today he never
came.”“I saw cranes across the river again,” said his mother. “Probably one of them got
it.”Michael froze.“Oh, Michael,” said his mother. “I know it seems cruel to us, but it’s just nature’s
way.”Michael didn’t say a word.“Son,” said his father gently. “We can only have the cranes’
beauty because they feed from nature.”All Michael could say was, “I don’t think they’re



beautiful.”The next day, Michael slowly wandered down to the river. He sat on the log, not
playing, not thinking, not feeling anything.Then, out of the corner of his eye, he saw movement.
Michael turned, but there was no shrew. It was a large gray bird—a crane. Michael felt the heat of
anger rise in his chest, but before he could do anything, the crane turned and locked eyes with
him.“Karororororo,” it cried. “Karororororo.”“Cr-r-r-r-r-r-y. Cr-r-r-r-r-r-r-y.”As if upon command, the
tears welled up in Michael’s eyes. A wet river of loneliness rolled down his cheeks. He hung his
head and cried. When he finally looked up, the crane was still there.They stared at one another a
long time, boy and bird, the spell broken only by the “karororororo” of another crane across the
river. The bird looked at Michael a moment longer before turning and stretching its wings. It
pushed off and pulled itself into the air. Michael watched it glide over the river, land, and walk
awkwardly toward its mate.Watching those birds together, Michael knew theywere beautiful.
Then, as if for the first time, he noticed everything around him. He heard the water rushing. He
saw the river reeds waving. He heard frogs and birds and bugs all around him, and he knew. He
was not alone. Life was everywhere.Then, a ways off, he heard rustle, rustle, rustle. Rustle,
rustle, rustle. —by Kristin MaierChapter 1The Role of Story in WorshipFor human beings, story
is an instinctual way of making meaning. When something happens that we don’t understand or
can’t figure out, we immediately find ourselves saying, “Sit down. Tell me what happened—tell
me the story.” Story is so instinctual that we are often not aware of the way it predominates our
way of communicating and making sense of the world. The story of something that has
happened is so experientially based that it seems to simply retell an actual experience. And yet,
story is so much more complex.Narrative, that is, the telling and shaping of story, has enjoyed a
newfound status in the past few decades in a host of fields, including psychology, education,
law, theology, and counseling. The work of such researchers and thinkers as psychologist
Jerome Bruner turns our attention to the ways in which much of our thinking happens in narrative
form.1 As we move through our day, most of us find ourselves using narrative, more than formal
logic or scientific, rational thinking. Even when we do hear or read a fact, theory, or formula, we
rarely let it stand on its own. We fit it into a narrative. We tell what it means in the larger
picture.Any experience we have includes a wash of details, facts, sense perceptions,
motivations, events, and actions. We could not possibly reproduce that volume of phenomena
exactly as it occurred. Instead, when we tell a story, we offer a swath of that experience, pre-
filtered to present a narrative whole that offers some coherent meaning. When we listen to
someone else’s narrative account, we engage in our own meaning making; we take that swath of
experience as presented and weave it into what we already know in order to make sense of it. As
we do, our interpretation of that story becomes part of our own larger picture of reality. We make
sense of the story we are being told and allow it to shape the larger meaning that we hold.During
the most difficult times of our lives, when we are experiencing serious illness, loss, or trauma,
our ability to tell our own story becomes especially important. Sociologist Arthur Frank has
written extensively about the experience of “deep illness.”2 When an experience of illness is so
deep that it overshadows our life and identity, we are thrown into a kind of chaos. Frank’s work



has led him to believe that helping people tell their story is essential to healing. Telling one’s
story, even a story of chaos, begins the process of forcing those incomprehensible events into a
kind of structure of meaning. It names what has happened and thus begins to move us out of the
realm of chaos. The stories we have to tell may at times be tragic, but they are never without
meaning. With meaning, we can move through and toward things like grief, acceptance, and
eventually some ray of hope. Story is an irreplaceable tool in this process.Storying Our
LivesFrom a very young age to our oldest years, we are constantly “storying” our lives. Day to
day, we live in a narrative about who we are, what we believe our fate to be, our history, our
potential, our limitations, and our very purpose in life. We embed our deepest spiritual and
human beliefs in that story. To a certain extent, the narrative is one of our own making, although
deeply influenced by our families, community, and culture. The work of Michael White and David
Epston in the field of family therapy reveals the power that storying has over our lives, for good
and bad. Through their development of narrative therapy, White and Epston offer insight into
recognizing that inaccurate and hurtful storying can trap us in limiting, damaging roles and
patterns. Their work also points to the tremendous power that story has to re-author our lives in
more truthful, expansive, and life-giving ways.3Engaging Fiction for Meaning MakingA story
need not be about one’s own personal experience nor even factually true to be rich ground for
meaning making. Fictional stories have the power to transport us into another’s experience that,
for a moment, we live as our own. People easily enter stories that clearly cannot be true, such as
those that deal with magic, talking animals, or other fantastic elements. InBiographia
Literaria,Samuel Taylor Coleridge writes that entering such a story requires the “willful
suspension of disbelief.” In order to engage with a story, we agree to accept fanciful or
implausible elements that set the stage for a narrative that we can enter and experience.J. R. R.
Tolkien argues that this isn’t so much suspending disbelief as establishing a “secondary world,”
the laws of which one accepts while one is in it. The reader does not give up a sense of what is
true but adopts what is true within the world of the story. In effect, we allow an alternate set of
truths to exist alongside what we know about our actual life and universe.4Although Tolkien
refers specifically to “fairy-stories,” to some extent we engage this process any time we live a
fictional story. We know that the characters are not real, the events they experience did not
happen, and yet we experience them as if they are real. The events are happening, at least to a
degree, in the moment we live the story.Tolkien rightly notes that once something rings false
within the accepted expansion of plausibility, the spell is broken. Even though we are willing to
accept the terms of unreality in order to enter the story, it must still feel true within that contingent
reality. The power of story lies in its ability to allow us to experience that which is deeply
symbolic. The symbolic can be quite fanciful but ultimately it must be believable at some core
level; that is, it must point back to some truth about actual lived experience. Thus, fiction allows
us to try on an experience that is in some way novel, yet in another way deeply familiar. In doing
so, we encounter a relatively safe way to engage questions about our real lives, experiences,
and cast of characters, most especially ourselves.Through fiction, we can explore what is both



symbolic and deeply emotional—a fertile ground for meaning making and one well suited for
worship. Bringing fiction into worship allows a congregation to enter this symbolic world together
and engage the questions and truths embedded within. Because story, including fiction, can
touch universal emotions and concerns, it can bring forward our ultimate concerns, about our
lives, our world, and what we know to be divine.The fictional story “Rustle, Rustle, Rustle,” which
precedes this chapter, wrestles with several significant human concerns. Layered within
questions about impermanence and our place in the natural world is the human experience of
loneliness. I recently told this story to a classroom of twenty first graders. After I prepped them by
showing them photos of cranes and shrews, I asked one question: “Have you ever felt lonely?”
Every head in the room nodded. The looks on their faces told me that at six and seven years of
age, they knew what lonely meant and knew it to be a serious emotion. I have also had adults
many decades older tell me that they were deeply moved by this same story. The circumstances
of “Rustle, Rustle, Rustle” are fictitious, but the experience of loneliness is something most of us
struggle through at various times in our lives.Telling Across Religious TraditionsThe prevalence
of story in religious traditions speaks to its power as a gateway into meaning making. We need
not read these stories as literally true to find a rich record of how ancient peoples expressed the
meaning of their lives and an opportunity for us to do the same today. To this day, stories of the
ancient Israelites, Zen koans, parables of Jesus, and other religious narratives provide a way for
people to wrestle with important spiritual and theological questions. The stories hold
opportunities for engaging what we know about humanity, about God, about the universe, and
about our most important purposes in life.Many of the stories from these traditions have endured
long beyond the actual culture, history, and theological teachings they came from. Part of the
power of narrative and its ability to endure past its original context lies in the fact that narrative is
not didactic in nature. It is experiential and therefore requires readers or listeners to make
meaning through their own interpretation of the narrative as a whole. If the story provides a
window into a substantial or foundational human experience, then its value as raw material for
meaning making will endure even as the meaning that is made varies from one historical
perspective to another.Touching the Whole PersonMany of us come to worship because we are
hungry for an experience of wholeness. We hope that through worshipping together, we might
feel a deeper connection to God, the sacred, each other, or simply our own true selves. Feeling
our selves as more whole and as part of a greater whole can be transformative. We may find that
in being more connected to our true selves, we are able to be more true to those we love, to
strangers, to friends, and to the earth. We may find ourselves reorienting our lives toward our
deepest values, living with more compassion and with a deeper awareness of the sacred.That is
at least what we hope will happen in worship. Such an experience cannot be compelled, only
invited. When we take on the task of creating worship for a community, we assume the challenge
of more effectively making that invitation. We can do so through the worship elements we offer
and how skillfully and genuinely we offer them.A worship service that works touches us as whole
people. We hope that worship will stimulate our minds, touch our hearts, and speak to that part



of ourselves that is ineffable and somehow irreducible—that part of ourselves we call spirit. The
target of worship isn’t just our intellect or our emotions but our whole person.Story as a medium
is well suited to communicating with or touching the whole person. To tell or write a story well is
to include a full but carefully selected range of sensory details, events, motivations, and feelings.
It is also holistic because, when done well, it creates a vicarious experience in the listeners or
readers that they must, to some degree, fill in and then interpret for themselves. Obviously, each
person’s interpretation is shaped by the story and telling, but a true narrative leaves the meaning
up to the hearer.Narrative is multilayered by its very nature and thus creates an opportunity for
meaning making that spans a wide range of ages and perspectives. Comprehension of story
begins at a very early age. A good story includes elements that engage adults at one level and
children at others. Thus, story has the capacity to unite an assembled multigenerational
congregation in reflecting on or wrestling with some important issue or experience. Because
listening to a story is a highly interpretive act, stories also fit well in a theologically diverse
congregation. When a complex story is shared in worship, a distinctly democratic theological
endeavor unfolds. People will make of a story what they will.A story’s use of symbols, imagery,
and archetypes can aesthetically and thematically inform an entire worship service. It can be
paired with music, poetry, prose, visual arts, and preaching to create an overall engaging and
cohesive worship experience. A story can serve as a central text alongside scripture or other
readings. Themes, ideas, and questions that a story wrestles with can be echoed in a sermon or
reappear in prayer or meditation.Story is robbed of its power if we predetermine the answers that
are derived from it, so we must be careful about the extent to which we use a story to make a
particular point. However, that doesn’t mean story can’t deliberately raise questions about our
larger goals of worship and congregational life. Story can invite a congregation to deepen its
own sense of mission as a community of faith in our world. It can be an artistic way to explore
how we may act in the world through social justice activities, pastoral care, or our relational life
as a congregation or community. A story heard in worship can be the springboard for engaging
particular themes in religious education classes. With their teachers and fellow classmates,
children can explore their experience of the story and the extent to which it relates to their own
life experiences. It can be the element that invites them to express meaning through visual art or
play.A multigenerational worship team that I was part of used “Rustle, Rustle, Rustle” to give a
cohesive theme and imagery to an Easter service. I told the story early in the service while the
children were present. Afterward, the children and their teachers left to prepare a surprise for the
congregation. The minister then delivered a sermon that was developmentally appropriate for
adults and addressed the Easter narrative and many of the issues raised in the story—life,
death, impermanence, and connection. Meanwhile, the adult teachers helped the children
process the story through activities developmentally appropriate for them. After the sermon, the
children returned with their surprise Easter parade, complete with balloons and giant paper
cranes.Telling or ReadingStories can be communicated in a variety of ways in a religious
context. In many congregations, a religious educator or a minister sits near the front of a



sanctuary with a picture book, surrounded by a crowd of children. There are many wonderful
children’s picture books that address a wide range of themes which can augment a worship
service. Even relatively young children can explore religious and ethical issues when they are
raised through picture books that offer illustrations and carefully crafted language that is
reasonably accessible. Reading a story from a picture book is a relatively low-risk way to offer
children a foothold in a worship service that might otherwise mostly exclude them.There are
inherent limitations to reading picture books in worship, however, including scale. The picture
book is an art form that depends upon intimacy. It works best when children sit next to the
person reading the story. Effective illustrations draw the viewer into details that dynamically
shape, and are shaped by, the work as a whole. You have to be close to see them.Some
congregations are small enough to allow the kind of intimate circle that works so well with a
picture book. However, even when all of the children who come forward can see the book, the
adults are too far away to see. The multigenerational element is lost when the adults get the
message that this time is not for them. Sometimes the messages and experiences in the stories
are needed as much if not more by the adults. Very small congregations may have the problem
of having only a few children in the worship service. Some children are intimidated by being
called up to a circle in front of a larger, adult audience, yet staying in the pew makes it difficult or
impossible to see the artwork in the book.Some books are available in giant-sized print versions.
The larger-than-life size, in and of itself, can lend an extra sense of magic to the reading.
Unfortunately, the selection of oversized books is limited. Projecting the illustrations of a book
onto a screen allows all or most of the congregation to share in the visual imagery and is a good
option if you have the equipment in your sanctuary. However, using projected images does shift
the experience of the book in a significant way. The intimacy of that side-by-side sharing
between reader and listener is lost.In spite of the limitations of reading picture books in a
worship service, a good story, read well, can expand the breadth and depth of the worship
experience for children and adults. It can bring humor, delight, and gentle pathos to worship. The
more skillfully a picture book is read, the more the story will transcend limitations and create a
powerful effect in a worship service. Chapter 2 explains how to choose books that are
appropriate for a worship service, several examples of which are included in the list of resources
at the end of the book. The techniques detailed in Chapter 3 will help you to read those stories in
ways that maximize their power.Storytelling requires more preparation and a little more risk
taking than reading from a picture book yet is suited especially well for worship. Its immediacy
and intimacy translate well to a worship setting—there is literally nothing between the teller and
the listeners. With a picture book, I direct your attention to me to hear the words and then to the
book to see the pictures. That isn’t necessarily bad, but it means that two elements compete to
convey the story. In storytelling, listeners focus on only one point, experiencing more of the story
in their imagination, filling it with their own familiar and meaningful images and sense memories.
The primary canvas is the listener’s imagination.When the telling of a story evokes all the
senses, it actively engages the imagination of the listener. Inviting the listener into a narrative



based on lived sensory experience activates many realms of the brain, including language,
sight, smell, physical movement, and a sense of time. It also evokes emotions such as dread,
anxiety (just enough to make it interesting), relief, and joy. In effect, the listener becomes co-
creator. This is true in any art form but especially storytelling. Perhaps because most of us are
visually oriented, and storytelling relies predominantly on auditory input, the listener assumes a
highly active role of imagining the story.Storytelling can be effective with any size gathering. With
practice, a storyteller can become skilled at playing to every corner of the room, to every age,
and to everyone gathered. The storyteller creates a relationship with each listener by speaking
to each person in the room. This relationship is different from the one created by a play or a
musical, in which the listener is like a fly on the wall. Instead, the leader develops a relationship
with you by telling you, personally, a story. It is a community-building experience because of the
relationship between teller and listener and because the listeners share a common experience
of living a particular story.A Gift to the TellerStorytelling in worship can be a lovely experience for
a storyteller. We are not busking stories on a street corner; we aren’t telling them at a birthday
party; we aren’t at a coffeehouse. We are engaging in worship—a very specific context. In a
worshipping community there is a built-in respect for the power of story. Listeners tend to be
respectful and kind even to novice tellers. There is an ethos of accepting each other with all of
our vulnerabilities and strengths that allows tellers to risk making mistakes. Because traditional
worship services are so often not engaging for children, they tend to be hungry for story and
thus a pretty darn good audience. It also helps that children know that they are expected to be
on their best behavior and that their parents or grandparents are present and watching.In
addition, there are minimal distractions in a service. The kids tend to be focused on the story.
Unlike in a coffee shop or library, people aren’t ordering food or drinks, there are no laptops,
phones are (supposed to be) in silent mode. A worship service is a much easier storytelling gig
in lots of ways than most other venues.Because the time frame of worship usually allows for only
a single story, the teller has the opportunity to focus on that one story fully, to render it in all its
depth, nuance, and meaning. People who love stories and love to tell stories know that good
storytelling is more than entertainment. It is the transportation of the soul to new territory. People
come to church with an openness to deeper meaning and an openness to experiences of awe,
reverence, and human pathos. They want the storyteller to succeed in telling a transformative
story, because they want to have that experience of transformation. It is a set-up for success for
everyone involved.Storytelling as Art FormArt involves making expressive and aesthetic choices.
It also requires an awareness of how those choices affect how we make meaning. As an act of
communication, art is relational in nature. To engage storytelling as an art form, then, is to step
forward on a journey of understanding more deeply how your choices affect others when you
share a story. This book does offer concrete techniques to enhance and improve your telling of a
story. But ultimately, the choice of when, how, and whether to use those techniques is your
own.To be an artist is to be in a growing but always limited state of awareness, both about the
truth we speak and how we speak it. If we experience that deeper awareness of technique as



devaluing criticism, the opportunity to experience art gets shut off. Although art continually
demands that we expand our awareness, there is no perfection in art. If given the power, this
unattainable illusion of perfection can prevent us from even starting on this beautiful, rich journey
of storytelling.The beauty of this lack of perfection is that it does not matter where you are on the
path. Someone just starting to think about storytelling is engaged as deeply in the art as an
experienced teller working on some subtle nuance. Both are reaching to communicate, making
choices to do so in aesthetically moving and meaningful ways, and growing in the process. More
than anything, good storytelling is a matter of simply developing the skills you already have as a
human being who creates and tells stories every day. If you have any social relationships, if you
have ever strung events together in order to tell what has happened, if you have ever told a child
a bedtime story or shared a funny story with friends over coffee, you have already been a
storyteller. Bringing such storytelling into worship is a relatively small step forward.1 See
Jerome Bruner,Actual Minds, Possible Worlds (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1986).
Also Jerome Bruner, “The Narrative Construction of Reality,” Critical Inquiry, 1991, 18:1, 1–21. 2
See Arthur W. Frank,At the Will of the Body: Reflections on Illness(Boston: Mariner/Houghton
Mifflin, 1991). Also see Arthur W. Frank, “Just Listening: Narrative and Deep Illness,”Families,
Systems and Health, 1998, 16: 197–212. 3 See Michael White and David Epston,Narrative
Means to Therapeutic Ends (New York: Norton, 1990). 4 See J. R. R. Tolkien, “On Fairy-Stories,”
inTree and Leaf (New York: HarperCollins, 2012). Petula and the Brindleberry FlowerIn the
kingdom of Paeonia, under the rule of good king Helleborus, lay a valley known for its beautiful
flowers. In that valley was a village whose market square was bustling, for King Helleborus was
coming to visit soon. In fact, on that very day, the Royal Inspector of Visits and Destinations was
in the village preparing for the visit.“Hmmm,” said Inspector Crambe, eyeing the colorful stalls.
“Everything seems in order.” Anything that had not passed Crambe’s inspection had been
removed. Now, the market was filled with only the finest clothing, the best food, and the most
beautiful flowers.In another corner of the valley, too lowly to be noticed by most, a little girl
named Petula lived with her mother and brothers and sisters. Petula’s family had few
possessions, but they had a delightful garden. Petula loved living things and could play for hours
among the earthworms and field mice and flowers of every sort imaginable.That day, her mother
called her away from the garden to sell flowers in the market. Petula headed toward the village,
stopping along the road to pick her favorite blue flowers of the brindleberry bush. She wove the
blossoms into garlands, placing one in her hair. She hoped to sell enough to buy a loaf of bread
to share with her brothers and sisters.As she entered the market, she noticed a shiny black
beetle scurry over the cobblestones. Fascinated, she scooped it up and walked forward.Thud.
Petula smacked into a wall of black robes.“Who are you?” scowled the man she had walked
into.“I’m Petula. Who are you, sir?”“I am Inspector Crambe, Royal Inspector of Visits and
Destinations.” He peered down at her. “Are those weeds in your hair?”“No, sir, they’re the flowers
of the brindleberry bush. Penny a garland,” she said, holding one out to him.“Hmmmph,” said the
inspector. “The stems are too green and ropey, and the blossoms are puny. You should make



your garlands from something more suitable. Like those,” he said, pointing to the showy pink
blossoms in the stall next to them.“Oh thank you, sir,” curtsied the lady tending the stall. “I pride
myself on my blossoms. This here is the Bella Bella flower. The king himself called them
‘wonderful’ when he visited last.”“Hear that?” said the inspector to the girl. “The king himself
called them wonderful. Now move along, young lady, and take those weeds with you.”“Hmmm,”
said the inspector as he watched her go. “Weeds won’t do. Weeds won’t do at all.”The next day,
a proclamation was read in the village square.
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